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Abstract- For a robot the wheels are the suitable elements among other possibilities including legs, flying, swimming, etc. A 
system with wheels provides controlled speed, accuracy and stability for a robot. These three characteristics are very 
important in designing and building robots. Light weight wheels with high load carrying capacity is one of the major 
requirement. This paper aims at development of wheels for a robot. The solid model was prepared using CATIA V5, and 
finite element analyses were carried out using ANSYS Workbench for the robot wheel. Polypropylene was used as material 
for the model.  In this study two wheel designs; one from I-Robot corp., and other from Boston Robotics, were modelled, 
analyzed and results were compared. The advantages of both designs were incorporated in a third design. Wheels with 
hexagonal honeycomb spokes was designed and analyzed. The finite element analyses were done for three different spoke 
angles of the wheel. The results obtained were compared and the best design is proposed for future experimental study. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
For a robot the wheel is the most common moving 
element among other possibilities including legs, 
flying, swimming and rolling. A wheel provides 
controlled speed, accuracy and stability for a robot. 
These three characteristics are very important in 
designing and building robots. Wheeled robots are 
robots that navigate around the ground using 
motorized wheels to propel themselves. This design is 
simpler than using treads or legs. It is easier to 
design, build, and program for movement in flat, not-
so-rugged terrain by using wheels. They are also 
better controlled than other types of robots. Wheeled 
robots are most popular among the consumer market, 
their differential steering provides low cost and 
simplicity. A solid wheel is stronger than it needs to 
be and much heavier than it should be. Lighter wheels 
perform better, i.e. heavy weight is harder to keep 
firmly to the ground for traction and cornering since 
the shocks and springs need to keep it to the ground. 
Also the excess weight reduces the performance of 
the vehicle in total. Therefore wheels with a hub and 
connecting means to the outer part of the wheel are 
generally used. In some cases multiple wire spokes 
are used to connect the wheel rim from the hub. In 
alloy wheels a strong alloy with a web of spokes 
machined from a single piece are used to support the 
wheel from the hub. A spoke is one of some number 
of rods radiating from the center of a connecting hub 
with the round traction surface. The shape of spokes 
plays an important role in designing the wheel. Its 
shape and size affects the strength. In this research we 
have designed different shapes of wheels for robots.  
 
These designs were modelled with commercial 
modelling software Catia V5. The finite element 
analyses were carried out using commercial package 
ANSYS Workbench and the results were compared. 
 

II. DIFFERENT TYPES OF WHEEL DESIGN 
 
I-robot Corporation has designed a resilient wheel 
structure for mobile robot. This design comprises a 
continuous, annular rim, a hub and a plurality of 
spokes connecting the hub to the rim wherein the 
spokes are given particular curvature. The wheel 
structure is designed with 18 spokes to absorb 55 kg-
meters of energy. A central wall is provided which 
extends from outer rim to inner rim and subsequently 
is perpendicular to both inner and outer rim. This 
forms an annular I-beam which is well suited to 
transmit load into each spoke as shown in Figure 1. 
The wheel dimensions are collected and 3d model is 
prepared in Catia V5. 

 
Fig.1. I-Robot Resilient Wheel 

 
Another wheel, as shown in Figure 2, is developed by 
Boston Robotics for its Jumping robot. Jumping robot 
is specially designed to jump over the obstacle. So 
while they land on ground high impact forces will act 
on wheel. In the third design the spokes are of 
hexagonal shape. Hexagonal shape is good to reduce 
the weight and give desired stiffness. 
This design is modelled using Catia V5 software and 
analyzed in ANSYS Workbench. Hexagonal 
honeycombs are cellular materials employed in 
various applications, and particularly in the design of 
light weight structures. Triangular, Kagome, and 
diamond cell honeycombs are known to be extension 
dominant cell structures, which are good for high 
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modulus structural designs [1]. On the other hand, 
square and hexagonal cell honeycombs are known to 
be bending dominant structures, which are good for 
flexible structural designs [2, 3]. Hexagonal cell 
structures are known to be flexible in both axial and 
shear loadings. Moreover, hexagonal honeycombs 
can easily be tailored to have targeted in-plane 
properties by changing the cell angle, the cell wall 
thickness, and the cell length. Therefore, some 
hexagonal structures have the potential for compliant 
structural design. 
 

 
Fig.2. Boston Dynamics Wheel Structure 

 
The spokes of a wheel is required to have both 
stiffness and resilience under cyclic tension-
compression loading. In general, stiffness and 
resilience are conflicting requirements if a material 
has a high modulus, it shows a low elastic strain limit, 
and vice versa. The challenge, then, is to design 
materials that have both high stiffness and high 
resilience. In this study, finite element analyses were 
carried out using ANSYS Workbench for wheel 
having hexagonal honeycomb spokes. 
 

 
Fig.3. Sections of Hexagonal Honeycomb 

 
When designing flexible spokes, the structures should 
have both load carrying capabilities and resilience. 
The former property is identified with the modulus 
and the latter with the elastic strain limit. 
Unfortunately, those properties are the conflicting 
requirements in general materials; in other words, 
materials having a high modulus show a low yield 
strain. However, cellular solids have the potential to 
free themselves from these conflicting requirements 
when designing flexible structures because the cell 
geometry can be controlled. Considering the required 
cyclic loading of honeycomb spokes, when the 
wheels roll, a cellular geometry having lower local 
stresses is preferred in terms of fatigue resistant in 
cellular structural design. In Figure 3, ‘θ’ is the cell 
angle magnitude, ‘h’ is the cell length and ‘l’ is 
inclined cell length. The honeycomb spokes with a 
high cell angle magnitude show low local stresses [4], 

which is good for the fatigue resistant spoke design. 
But higher cell angle requires more mass to meet the 
reference load carrying capacity. So this wheel was 
developed by considering both local stresses and 
mass of wheel. 
 
III. MATERIAL 
 
In this study, we have chosen the Polypropylene (PP) 
as material for all three designs. The properties of PP 
include; light weight, good chemical resistance, good 
impact resistance, good fatigue resistance, good heat 
resistance. Another main advantage is that it’s 
available at lower price (Rs.225/kg). 
 

Table1: Mechanical Properties of PP 

 
 
IV. MODELLING AND ANALYSES 
 
The solid models of two designs were prepared using 
the commercial software CATIA-V5. The dimensions 
are given in Table 2 
 

Table2: Basic Dimension of the Wheel Design 

 

 
Fig.4. 3D CAD Model of I-Robot Design 

 
The models were meshed using ANSYS Workbench. 
I-Robot design is meshed with 59419 nodes and 
29976 elements. Boston Robotics design is meshed 
with 77199 nodes and 11954 elements. Hexahedron 
dominant meshing is done. A 100N load was applied 
to the hub in downward direction. The base plate 
which is made of structural steel is fixed constrained 
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so that there will be no movement of wheel in 
downward direction. 
 

 
Fig.5. 3D CAD Model of Boston Robotics Wheel Design 

 

 
Fig.6. FE Model of I-Robot Wheel Design 

 

 
Fig.7. FE Model of Boston Robotics Wheel Design 

 
Hexagonal honeycombs were modeled with the cell 
wall thickness, ‘t’, vertical cell length, ‘h’, the 
inclined cell length, ‘l’, and the cell angle, ‘θ’, as 
illustrated in Figure 3. When designing honeycombs, 
numerous configurations are available with cell 
angle, ‘θ’, cell height, ‘h’, and cell length, ‘l’ [4]. 
According to the beam deflection theory, a longer 
beam provides more deflection by a lateral load than 
a shorter one when the beams have the same cross-
section and are made of the same material. Therefore, 
a high length of ‘l’ of a honeycomb provides more 
flexibility under uni-axial loading. In this design the 
regular honeycombs with positive Poisson’s ratio was 
considered. The proposed model was modelled in 
CATIA as shown in Figure 8. 
In order to provide an even greater measure of load 
distribution to the plurality to spokes, the preferred 
embodiment of the rim includes a central wall. As 
shown in Figure 8, the central wall extends from the 
outer rim to the inner rim, and is perpendicular to 
both the inner rim and the outer rim. Therefore, the 
central wall and the inner and outer rims from an 

annular I-beam, which is particularly well-suited to 
transmit load into each of the spokes, due to its very 
high area moment of inertia. 
 

 
Fig.8. Honeycomb Structure Wheel Design 

 
V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
The numerical results obtained from the ANSYS 
Workbench for all three designs were presented in 
Figure 9 through Figure 14.  
 

 
Fig.9. Von-Mises Stress Plot of I-Robot Wheel Design 

 

 
Fig.10. Deformation Plot of I-Robot Wheel Design 

 

 
Fig.11. Von-Mises Stress Plot of Boston Robotics Wheel Design 
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Fig.12. Deformation Plot of Boston Robotics Wheel Design 

 
Fig.13. Von-Mises Stress Plot of Honeycomb Structure Wheel 

Design 

 
Fig.14. Deformation Plot of Honeycomb Structure Wheel 

Design 
 

Table3: Summarized Results 

 

By comparing the results in Table3, the weight of 
wheel is almost similar to each other. From the 
analyses for a 100N load, the stress induced is least in 
the honeycomb structure wheel design as compared 
to other two designs.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this work two different wheel designs; one from I-
Robot and other from Boston robotics is studied. 
Taking their advantages a new Honeycomb wheel 
structure was developed. The wheel models were 
prepared using CATIA V5. Each wheel was subjected 
to same static loading condition. Finite Element 
Analysis was carried out on each wheel and their 
Von-Mises stress and total deformation were plotted. 
By comparing the results it has been found that the 
new Honeycomb design have a minimum Von-Mises 
stress of 1.0133Mpa, as compared to other two 
designs.  Therefore, it can be concluded that 
honeycomb structure wheel design is better suited for 
high load carrying capacity. 
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